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!N APPROACH TO ESTIMATE THE NATURAL 
MORTALITY RATE IN lSH STOCKS
,UIS ! #UBILLOS
!BSTRACT
! SIMPLE APPROACH IS INTRODUCED TO ESTIMATE THE NATURAL MORTALITY RATE - 	 OF lSH STOCKS 4HE APPROACH IS 
BASED ON THE AGE AT MAXIMUM COHORT BIOMASS OR CRITICAL LENGTH ,
	 CONCEPT 4HE RATIO OF THE CRITICAL LENGTH TO 
THE ASYMPTOTIC LENGTH W  ,
,d 	 IS RELATIVELY CONSTANT IN  lSH STOCKS AT  #6   PER CENT	 AND THE 
RELATIONSHIP -  + W	W IS DERIVED AND COULD BE USED TO ESTIMATE - WHERE + IS THE GROWTH COEFlCIENT OF THE 
VON "ERTALANFFY GROWTH FUNCTION !VERAGE VALUES OF W ARE GIVEN FOR THE VARIOUS &AMILIES OF lSH IN ORDER TO ESTIMATE 
- BASED ON CLOSELY RELATED SPECIES
)NTRODUCTION
)N EXPLOITED MARINE RESOURCES NATURAL 
MORTALITY IS RELATED TO ALL POSSIBLE CAUSES 
OF DEATH EXCEPT lSHING (OWEVER ESTIMATES 
FOR THE INSTANTANEOUS NATURAL MORTALITY 
RATE WILL ALWAYS BE SUBJECTED TO LARGE 
UNCERTAINTIES IN POPULATION DYNAMICS OF 
MARINE ANIMALS 6ETTER 	
 
5SUALLY NATURAL MORTALITY ESTIMATES CAN 
BE OBTAINED BY ONE OR MORE OF THE 
FOLLOWING METHODS I	 CATCHCURVE ANALYSIS 
FOR LIGHTLY EXPLOITED STOCKS 2OBSON AND 
#HAPMAN  2ICKER 	 II	 A PLOT 
OF TOTAL MORTALITY RATE lSHING AND NATURAL 
MORTALITY	 AGAINST lSHING EFFORT "EVERTON 
AND (OLT  0ALOHEIMO 	 III	 
TECHNIQUES FOR DIRECT ESTIMATION USUALLY 
LIMITED AND EXPENSIVE IE TAGGING	 AND IV	 
LIFE HISTORY PARAMETERS AND ENVIRONMENTAL 
VARIABLES USING EMPIRICAL RELATIONSHIPS OR 
MODELS "EVERTON  2ICKHTER AND 
%FANOV  0AULY  (OENING  
'UNDERSON AND $YGERT 	
 
4HE OBJECTIVE OF THIS PAPER IS TO DEVELOP 
A RELATIONSHIP TO ESTIMATE THE NATURAL 
MORTALITY  RATE -	 IN lSH STOCKS BY USING 
THE LIFE HISTORY PARAMETERS APPROACH 
-ATERIALS AND -ETHODS
 
!LVERSON AND #ARNEY 	 FORMULATED 
AN EQUATION TO ESTIMATE THE AGE AT 
MAXIMUM COHORT BIOMASS OR CRITICAL AGE 
T
	 EXPRESSED AS
   
  x	
WHERE T AND + ARE VON "ERTALANFFY GROWTH 
PARAMETERS AND - IS THE NATURAL MORTALITY 
RATE 4HE CONSTANT  COMES FROM THE 
EXPONENT OF THE LENGTHWEIGHT RELATIONSHIP 
B  	 )F T IS IGNORED THE EQUATION 
BECOMES
  x	
3OLVING FOR - THE FOLLOWING EQUATION IS 
OBTAINED
   
  x	
)N %QUATION 	 NATURAL MORTALITY IS 
DEPENDENT ON BOTH + AND T
 )N ORDER TO 
OBTAIN AN ESTIMATION FOR T
 DATA FOR  
lSH STOCKS ANALYZED BY 0AULY 	 WERE 
USED 4HEN THE CRITICAL LENGTH ,
	 WAS 
OBTAINED FOR EACH lSH STOCK BY USING THE 
VON "ERTALANFFY GROWTH FUNCTION 6"'&	
  	
WHERE ,d IS THE ASYMPTOTIC LENGTH 
%QUATION 	 CAN BE REFORMULATED TO 
OBTAIN
  	
AND THEN SOLVE FOR THE CRITICAL AGE T
 BY 
THE FOLLOWING EQUATION
  	
WHERE W IS THE RATIO OF ,
 TO ,d 4HEN T
 
IS USED TO ESTIMATE - USING %QUATION 	 
!LTERNATIVELY W CAN BE USED TO ESTIMATE 
- DIRECTLY BY COMBINING %QUATION 	 AND 
%QUATION 	 TO OBTAIN   
  	
2ESULTS
#RITICAL LENGTH ,
	 WAS RELATED LINEARLY 
TO ,d FOR  lSH STOCKS &IGURE 	 AND 
THE ESTIMATED MEAN OF THE RATIO ,
 TO 
,d  W	 WAS EQUAL TO  4ABLE 	 )N 
THIS FASHION ACCORDING TO %QUATION 	 THE 
GENERAL RELATIONSHIP TO ESTIMATE THE NATURAL 
MORTALITY RATE CAN BE EXPRESSED AS   
              	
"Y SIMPLIFYING %QUATION 	 THEN ESTIMATES 
OF -  + IE - z  OR  TIMES 
+	 4HIS GENERALIZATION IS CONSISTENT WITH 
EARLIER STUDIES BY "EVERTON AND (OLT 
	 #HARNOV 	 AND *ENSEN 	 
(OWEVER BETTER APPLICATION OF THE 
APPROACH %QUATION 	 SHOULD BE OBTAINED 
BY USING AN ESTIMATION OF W FROM RELATED 
lSH SPECIES 4ABLE 	
$ISCUSSION
6ETTER 	 INDICATES THAT METHODS THAT 
USE PARAMETERS OF THE LIFE HISTORY PRESENT 
TWO ADVANTAGES I	 REQUIRE A MINIMAL 
QUANTITY OF DATA AND II	 ARE USEFUL IN 
DEMONSTRATING TRENDS BETWEEN SPECIES 
AND IN THE DEVELOPMENT OF ECOLOGICAL 
THEORY .EVERTHELESS DUE TO THE FACT THAT 
THEY ONLY GENERATE A SIMPLE ESTIMATE OF 
T
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- FOR ANY GIVEN GROUP OF lSH AND ARE NOT 
EFFECTIVE TO GENERATE PRECISE ESTIMATES OF 
- SEE 0ASCUAL AND )RIBARNE  #UBILLOS 
ET AL 	 OR TO DETERMINE THE EXISTENCE 
OR EXTENT OF TRENDS AND VARIABILITY IN 
- FOR A GIVEN STOCK &URTHERMORE THE 
EXTRAPOLATIONS WILL NOT BE BETTER THAN THE 
PARAMETERS USED TO ESTIMATE THE VALUES OF 
- IN THE REGRESSIONS 0ASCUAL AND )RIBARNE 
	 EVALUATED THE PREDICTIVE POWER 
OF THE MOST COMMONLY USED EMPIRICAL 
MODELS AND CONCLUDED THAT THE FORECAST 
ERRORS OF THE ESTIMATES OF THE NATURAL 
MORTALITY IS SUBSTANTIAL 4HIS STUDY THEN 
PROPOSES THAT THE PREDICTIVE POWER OF AN 
EMPIRICAL MODEL MUST BE EVALUATED WITH 
ADEQUATE METHODS SINCE THE CRITERION 
BASED ON THE COEFlCIENT OF DETERMINATION 
ONLY DESCRIBES THE  RELATIONSHIPS FOUND
4HE UNDERLYING ASSUMPTIONS IN THE 
ESTIMATE OF - WITH THE METHOD DEVELOPED 
HERE INCLUDE AN ASSUMPTION THAT THE 
CRITICAL SIZE IS A CONSTANT PROPORTION OF 
THE ASYMPTOTIC LENGTH )N THIS STUDY WHERE 
T
 IS UNKNOWN IT IS APPROXIMATED THROUGH 
REPARAMETERIZATION OF THE !LVERSON AND 
#ARNEY 	 METHOD WHICH ENABLED 
THE ESTIMATION OF T
 BASED ON CLOSELY 
RELATED SPECIES IE FROM AN AVERAGE OF W 
.ATURAL MORTALITY AND GROWTH PARAMETERS 
ARE USUALLY SIMILAR AMONG RELATED SPECIES 
0AULY 	 -OST APPLICATIONS OF 
EMPIRICAL MODELS INCORPORATE PARAMETERS 
FROM A RANGE OF SPECIES BUT SOMETIMES AN 
ENTIRE FAMILY CAN ACT AS AN hOUTLIERv AND 
AFFECT ESTIMATES OF - 0ASCUAL AND )RIBARNE 
	
)T MUST BE MENTIONED THAT WHEN THE 
METHOD IS USED IT IS ASSUMED THAT THE 
RATIO OF THE AGE AT MAXIMUM BIOMASS TO 
THE MAXIMUM AGE T
4MAX	 OR THE RATIO 
OF THE CRITICAL SIZE TO THE ASYMPTOTIC SIZE 
,
,d	 ARE CONSTANTS "EVERTON AND (OLT 
	 AND "EVERTON 	 DISCOVERED 
SEVERAL PATTERNS IN GROWTH AND MORTALITY 
PARAMETERS ACROSS lSH SPECIES SEE ALSO 
#HARNOV  *ENSEN 	 /NE PATTERN 
WAS THE RELATION BETWEEN THE SIZE AT 
lRST MATURITY AND THE ASYMPTOTIC LENGTH 
,M,d   #	 A SECOND PATTERN WAS THE 
RELATION BETWEEN NATURAL MORTALITY AND 
THE VON "ERTALANFFY GROWTH COEFlCIENT 
-+  #	 AND THE THIRD PATTERN WAS 
AN INVERSE RELATION BETWEEN NATURAL 
MORTALITY AND THE AGE AT MATURITY 4M  
#-	 !CCORDING TO *ENSEN 	 THESE 
RELATIONSHIPS WERE CALLED THE "EVERTON 
AND (OLT INVARIANTS BY #HARNOV 	 
*ENSEN 	 POSTULATES THAT THE THREE 
"EVERTON AND (OLT INVARIANTS ARE NOT JUST 
STATISTICAL RELATIONS BUT RATHER A RESULT OF 
AN EXPRESSION OF FUNDAMENTAL ECOLOGICAL 
RELATIONS )N THIS CONTEXT THE APPROACH 
HERE COULD BE A DIRECT CONSEQUENCE OF 
THOSE THREE "EVERTON AND (OLT INVARIANTS
&AMILY -EAN W N 3$ #6 	 -AX -IN
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